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Your resume may have gotten you the interview, but a career portfolio will get you the job

Employers are interested in actions, not words.  And a career portfolio shows them that you have the skills, talent, knowledge, and personality they want.  With The Career Portfolio Workbook learn how to create a winning portfolio that will land you the mega-bucks job of your dreams.

No longer used only by creative professionals, a career portfolio is the tool to add to your career-search arsenal-whether you're looking for a new job, going for a promotion, changing careers, or seeking admission to college or graduate school. The Career Portfolio Workbook guides you step-by-step through the process of building a targeted collection of documents that provide employers with concrete evidence of what you've done in the past and what you can bring to their organization in the future. Based on extensive research with hiring managers and job seekers, The Career Portfolio Workbook demonstrates how a carefully considered and well-presented portfolio can best validate your skills and accomplishments and how it can be your most effective self-marketing device during the interview.

Win the competitive edge on your next interview with a commanding career portfolio that packs a punch. Complete with checklists, charts, and worksheets, The Career Portfolio Workbook covers:

	How a career portfolio is an effective tool for all professions  
	What examples and documents to include in your career portfolio  
	How to arrange your documents for quick and easy access  
	Creating a portfolio quickly when you have limited time  
	Selecting the right documents for each occasion  
	How to use your portfolio during the interview to land the job  
	Developing a resume you can use in conjunction with your portfolio  
	Using your portfolio during performance reviews to get a raise or promotion  
	Updating, maintaining, and improving your portfolio throughout your career  
	And much more


About the Authors
Frank Satterthwaite, Ph.D., and Gary D'Orsi are on the faculty of Johnson & Wales University. Satterthwaite is an executive coach with the leadership-development firm Dimensional Leadership. D'Orsi is a trainer for Ortho-McNeil Pharmaceutical.

Frank Satterthwaite, Ph.D., and Gary D. D'Orsi, Ed.D., M.B.A., are career coaches with Career P.E.A.K.S. LLC. They have taught their innovative approach to career portfolios to thousands at colleges, universities, businesses, and job-training programs around the nation.
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Architecture Design for Soft ErrorsMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
"Dr. Shubu Mukherjee's book is a welcome surprise: books by architecture leaders in major companies are few and far between. Written from the viewpoint of a working engineer, the book describes sources of soft errors and solutions involving device, logic, and architecture design to reduce the effects of soft errors." - Max Baron,...
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Ancient Epistemology (Key Themes in Ancient Philosophy)Cambridge University Press, 2009
This is the first title in the Key Themes in Ancient Philosophy series, which provides concise books, written by major scholars and accessible to non-specialists, on important themes in ancient philosophy which remain of philosophical interest today. In this book, Professor Gerson explores ancient accounts of the nature of knowledge and belief from...
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Technology Entrepreneurship: Creating, Capturing, and Protecting ValueAcademic Press, 2009

	Recognizing the unique needs of the technology startup, Duening focuses on intellectual property development, funding, and marketing/selling more than other texts in this market. Extensive use of technology examples, case studies, and assignments keeps the book relevant and motivating for engineering students. A full supplements package,...
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Ballistic TraumaSpringer, 2005

	Ballistic Trauma: A Practical Guide provides a concise guide to the clinical and operational issues surrounding the management of the ballistic casualty. The book crystallizes the knowledge and experience accrued by those dealing with ballistic trauma on a regular basis and extends this to those who have to manage these...
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Creative Photoshop: Digital Illustration and Art Techniques, covering Photoshop CS3 (Digital Workflow)Focal Press, 2007
Dereks edge is that he wont stand still. He has a knack for finding new corners of the program to exploit and innovative ways of doing so. Hes pushed the boundaries not only for his own art but also for thousands of up and coming artists who also want to create onscreen the visions they have in their minds. If youve bought this book, youre about to...
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Business Solutions on Demand: Transform the Business to Deliver Real Customer ValueKogan Page, 2004
Based partly on IBM’s own transformation, and partly on the transformations  that IBM has helped its clients to achieve, this ground-breaking book shows how  companies can increase sales and improve margins by introducing a range of  solutions.

It draws upon IBM’s highly readable and fast-paced, Business Solutions on...
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